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Reading Force is a project within the
Armed Forces to encourage improved communication between families and communities through shared reading. Forces
families were encouraged to form informal
book groups within both their immediate
and wider family (particularly including
family members who were not geographically close), to choose a title that all would
commit to read (or have read to them), and
to contribute their thoughts and responses
in a free, bespoke, project scrapbook.
Completed scrapbooks could be kept by
the family or submitted to obtain feedback
and a range of donated prizes. The scheme
was launched as a pilot in the UK garrison
town of Aldershot in 2011 and has since
been extended. This paper reports on the
project’s initial establishment through
practice as research; how what was
learned in the process could support the
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designated community; and the project’s
outcomes and anticipated future.
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Introduction

A life in the Armed Forces can involve
many challenges: long periods away
on exercise; sudden postings; unanticipated changes due to national and
international developments, and the
corresponding requirements of the civil
power. While Forces personnel may be
expected to anticipate the unexpected,
and those who have established partnership relationships with them may be
similarly informed, the challenges are
perhaps felt most acutely by their fami-
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lies. There is certainly a strong hereditary element in
Forces recruitment, but not all parents of Forces personnel understand their lives, and children born into
this environment have no choice in their home circumstances; both groups may find adaptation to change
problematic.
Welfare agencies working with Forces families,
as well as the families themselves, are able to isolate
the various consequences that arise, and in particular those which affect families. Service mobility and
operational requirements may involve long periods of
parental separation, and associated difficulties both
before departure, when tension tends to be particularly high, and after return, when a long-anticipated
arrival can disrupt established and now habitual patterns of living. Frequent house moves can truncate, disrupt, or pressurize friendships and interrupt schooling.
Regular postings can also create significant geographical distances from the wider family, often meaning
that Forces children have relatively little direct contact
with their grandparents, uncles, aunts, and cousins.1
Unit re-basings can see whole communities transported from one location to another, the mass move making
it difficult to integrate with the local population, who
may view arrivals as an undifferentiated group rather
than a range of individuals.
Isolation can also be physical. For security reasons,
Forces accommodation is not featured on standard local road mapping and regular postings mean consumer
mailing lists are consistently unreliable—with a corresponding assumption that all information delivered
is for someone else. Family members are often reliant
on their Forces member for post and information,2 but
delivery is generally through the unit and not all information destined for families makes it home. Each postroom has a wastepaper basket for unwanted items,
and, as it is common for serving personnel to prefer to
keep their families away from the chain of command
(and so avoid any risk of their rocking the boat), it tends
to get heavily used.
House-to-house deliveries are possible, but all accommodation overseas, and in the UK blocks of flats,
have external post-boxes, often blocked by circulars;
unfamiliarity with the system means many remained
unused. House-to-house delivery of un-enveloped circulars carries with it the implication that the infor-
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mation is official in origin and that the tone will be
militaristic and impersonal. Confidentiality is an ongoing concern; one wife in Germany was particularly
troubled when information on a forthcoming early
pregnancy scan was left as a post-it note on her external post-box by a health worker when she had not yet
made her pregnancy known. When she wrote to complain to the garrison medical officer about this lack of
confidentiality, the letter of response came back addressed to her husband.
Problems ‘on the patch’3 can be particularly acute
during operational tours, when partners and families
are supported by unit welfare staff, and often each other, but feelings of isolation remain. Absence from each
other’s day-to-day life can lead to feelings of separateness within the family; the distant partner both necessarily and temperamentally unable to share details
of their operational role; the partner at home aware
that their daily routine sounds mundane by contrast.
During precious telephone calls, it can be hard to find
common ground for conversation; children can appear
distracted and monosyllabic, unwilling to share anecdotes that come out more naturally during unforced
opportunities for conversation, such as during bath
time or before they go to bed. Finding your life at the
centre of the media news agenda can also make Forces
families unwilling to share; reluctant to see faces fall as
key locations are mentioned (Baverstock 2007).
This paper reports on a project that sought to ameliorate the effects of separation and isolation and to
promote good communication between Forces families. It draws on a number of personal and professional
strands. As a Forces wife myself, I have experienced
various separations (Northern Ireland 1982–1998;
Kosovo 2002; Iraq 2006–2007; Afghanistan 2008) and
many moves. As a family we developed various strategies for managing separations—one of which was
shared reading. During times apart my children and I
have regularly read books and then sent them out to
my husband, and the family has discovered common
ground in the process. The knowledge that a title we
had read could be posted out to him, and be there within days, brought comfort to all.
This personal experience is supported by access to
wider research, through my role as an academic within
the field of Publishing Studies at Kingston University.
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The value of reading as a crucial life skill is well established, 4 but there is also a body of literature that reflects
how communication about books within families can
promote strong relationships (Hicks 2003).5 projecting ideas and difficulties on to third party situations
in books can make them easier to discuss (Clark 2009).

During times apart my children and I
have regularly read books and then sent
them out to my husband, and the family
has discovered common ground in the
process.
Reader development schemes have explored the
benefits of reading in a practical context. Such schemes
are often funded by local government and bodies interested in widening participation. Personal involvement
in such schemes (e.g. Well Worth Reading [McKearney
and Baverstock 1990]) led me to incorporate associated values within the course content of Kingston’s MA
in Publishing, in which all students are encouraged
to think about extending the constituency for reading rather than just servicing the market sectors with
which they identify. Similarly, consultancy work with
the British Agency for Adoption and Fostering6 led to
conclusions that, for children in care, with relatively
few transportable belongings and limited access to information on their personal history, it was important to
produce resources that had high standards of production and conveyed a care benefit. Work with educator
Gill Hines on parenting, and two resulting practical
manuals (Hines and Baverstock 2005; 2009), isolated
the positive role of scrapbooks in helping young people
navigate difficult times.
Research by various Kingston University colleagues
also provided important project underpinning. Dr Paul
Dixon, Reader in Politics and International Studies, has
offered insightful analysis of the role and operation
of the British Army, and in particular the impact that
operations have on Forces families and their host communities (Dixon 2000). Dixon’s more recent work has
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explored the role of parents as gatekeepers to recruitment (Dixon 2012).
Dr Muthanna Samara, a developmental psychologist, has worked on the development of post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) among children, adolescents, and
former British soldiers (Phippard and Samara 2012). Dr
Trish Reid, Deputy Head of the School of Performance
and Screen Studies (PASS), has reflected on the regimental and national loyalties that were the basis of
group cohesion in the famous Black Watch regiment,
and the impact that separation and casualties have on
both soldiers and their families (Reid 2013, pp. 15–18,
31–32, 80–82). Siobhan Campbell, Senior Lecturer in
Creative Writing, has been involved in studies of how
creative writing can impact on community-building,
maintenance of relationships, social interaction, and
skills development among former Forces personnel
(Campbell 2011). She has led a two-year project with
Combat Stress UK,7 involving workshops and culminating in a pilot study of the ‘affect’ of Creative Writing
practice for associated communities (Campbell 2010;
2012a; 2012b).
Kingston’s Centre for Life Writing has seen several
academics explore the links between testimony and
life narratives in the process of identity-building, notably Professor Vesna Goldsworthy (2005), Rachel Cusk
(2011; 2012), and Dr Meg Jensen (forthcoming). As part of
their involvement in extending the option of a university education to hard-to-reach and under-represented
communities, Kingston’s Directorate of Academic
Development had studied the progress and outcomes
of children in care and achieved a commendation from
the Frank Buttle Trust.8
Thus personal experience, access to wider literature,
and the research involvements of colleagues underpinned a project to explore the possible role of shared
reading in Forces communities.
The project had its immediate origins in a specific
opportunity—the beginning, in December 2009, of my
husband’s three-year posting to Aldershot, home of the
British Army, and base to a local population of 10,500
troops and their families. The new location offered potential access to a specific population and geographical
area within which to site an initiative, and, since I was
myself a member of the community, access to supporting information dissemination systems. It should be
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noted from the outset, however, that the project sought
to build an ongoing infrastructure based on personal
and professional experience rather than being reliant
on an individual’s temporary role within the military
chain of command.
Given the relatively short and non-extendable period of time in Aldershot, and the opportunity this
afforded to be part of, and hence reach, the local military population, it was decided to proceed with a pilot
project based on previous initiatives. The project was
to have a sustained emphasis on reading, to promote
improved communication through participation, to reflect on responses to change through a physical record,
and to foster an understanding of Forces life. Forces
families were encouraged to form informal reading
groups, including their wider families and friends, to
choose and read a common book, and then to pool their
individual responses in a single pre-prepared scrapbook. Completed scrapbooks could be kept as a special
memory of this time, or sent to Kingston University for
feedback and entry into a competition, with prizes.
Submitted scrapbooks were to be subsequently returned.
Wider local community support was sought. The
regional governmental authority, Hampshire County
Council, was approached and the Deputy Head of
Education, John Clarke, responded positively, providing
a list of schools and headteachers in the area likely to
be interested. The local authority, Rushmoor Borough
Council, was similarly interested and keen to support
the project. The involvement of librarians and other
welfare and community agencies supporting Forces
families was sought. In November 2010 an exploratory
meeting was held at Wavell Secondary School (ages
11–16), Aldershot, at which the anticipated scheme was
explained, the likely response from the local community discussed, and a project steering group established.
Costs were to be kept to a minimum and funding
was sought from potential beneficiaries and supporters. A contribution was provided by the three agencies
approached: Kingston University (£4,000), Hampshire
County Council (£5,000), and Rushmoor Borough
Council (£1,200). At a time of stringency and cutbacks,
their various reasons for agreeing indicate how their organizational goals overlapped with those of the project.
Kingston’s Directorate of Academic Development
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(£3,000) had a brief to extend participation, and the
Forces was a constituency under-represented in university admissions. They later ran a highly successful
‘Come to University for a Day’ for Aldershot schools
connected with the pilot. The Faculty of Business and
Law (£1,000) responded to a project centred on effective communication and accessed the university’s enterprise support fund.
Hampshire County Council and Rushmoor Borough
Council provided funding on the basis that the project
addressed three key aims of both organizations: the
integration of Forces families within the local community; the promotion of literacy; and the value of
multi-generational communication, effective intergenerational relationships being seen as vital to maintaining social cohesion. Rushmoor also suggested
extension-potential in the project, perhaps to children
who had a parent in prison, or children in state care.
Staffing costs were kept to the minimum. A graduate from the MA in Publishing, Hattie Gordon, who had
experience of working on art-based projects of public
engagement and had recently completed a prize-winning dissertation on encouraging boys to read, was the
only paid staff member. The role of Nicholas Jones and
his team at Strathmore Publishing is also significant.
Strathmore designed the project logo and the scrapbook, and their provision of a prize offering the opportunity to attend a studio book-recording resulted in the
project website’s highest number of hits.
Strathmore’s scrapbook design had two different
front covers, one featuring younger children being
read to, and a second with a mixed age group, including a teenager and grandparents—this to appeal to as
wide an age spectrum as possible. Scrapbook style and
presentation were to be deliberately ‘old-fashioned’;
the designers were instructed to produce materials that looked ‘special’ and families would want to
keep. Internal pages featured contribution boxes with
‘feint’9 background suggestions on possible responses.
Strathmore also produced an explanatory leaflet that
featured suggested titles, although it was made clear
that submissions could be based on any book, including one the family already owned.
We received a ready response from writers approached to endorse the scheme, and publishers were
asked to donate books in its support. Local leisure ven-
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ues were approached for family tickets as prizes. The
Army Library and Information Service (ALIS) bought a
range of the titles featured as suggested reading material to distribute to families.
Distribution of material

How to reach Forces families became an early challenge
for the project, and one particularly suited to practice
as research. Each stage yielded information to analyse
and reflect on, within the project’s tight time constraints. Announcing the scheme in February through
press releases to local newspapers, we circulated the
scrapbooks in March, allowing the Easter holidays and
spring term for their completion, with scrapbooks to be
submitted before the summer holidays.
After presentation to the Aldershot Garrison
Commander, permission was sought to send project
material to individual units for wider distribution. But
not all information circulated through unit post-rooms
was likely to be taken home, and we did not want to
damage the project’s reputation by encouraging a perception of the material as waste. The biannual garrison
magazine was an opportunity to reach families, but
lead times were long and there was concern whether
this would make materials look ‘too official’. Separate
house-to-house delivery was possible but expensive.
Given time constraints, and limitations on the
means of accessing the community, we adopted a multiagency approach; distributing information through as
many channels as possible and monitoring responses.
Leaflets were circulated through a door-drop of Forces
accommodation, made available through the HIVE
(Help, Information, Volunteer, Exchange),10 and featured in associated websites, newsletters, magazines,
and local information sheets, and several interviews
were given on Aldershot Garrison Radio. Talks were
given at variety of local community support events:
coffee mornings, welfare meetings, and youth groups.
We were particularly assisted by non-Forces individuals who were attracted to the scheme and adopted it,
especially librarians and a community librarian working for Book Start.11 Three associated open events were
held, all well attended, and at each a guest author spoke
about the value of reading, and titles provided by ALIS
and contributing publishers were distributed.
The material was circulated within schools repre-
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sented in our steering group; several held associated
assemblies and wrote letters to accompany materials
sent home to parents. It was a member of the steering
group who came up with our project name—Reading
Force. Schools with fewer Forces children emerged as
a special category; sometimes deliberately chosen by
parents precisely because they host fewer Forces families. We received feedback from one parent who did not
wish to see her children highlighted as being different, and in particular labelled as being from a Forces
background. This made us consider whether the needs
of Forces children might be stronger where their numbers are smaller and the corresponding risk of isolation
or lack of understanding of their particular situation is
potentially greater.
The announcement of a Pupil Premium for Forces
children 12 meant that schools were increasingly trying
to establish how many pupils on roll were from a Forces
background and to offer associated support. Many had
appointed someone to have responsibility; sometimes
a member of the pastoral care team or someone with
a wider responsibility for special educational needs—
perhaps the special educational needs coordinator
(SENCO).13 It also emerged that Reading Force had a
particular value for children from a Forces background
whose parents were divorced or separated: while facing
similar pressures to Forces children living with both
their parents, they were not included in official communities or counting mechanisms if they did not live
with the Forces parent.
Aldershot Garrison Radio was a strong supporter of
the project and their function as the town’s local radio
extended our reach. The local press were similarly supportive. We were featured in the national media 14 but
after initial experiments we sought to manage this on
behalf of the project rather than offering up the individual interviewees they media increasingly sought.
The media are interested in drama, and we eventually
concluded that meeting the specific and continually
changing needs of programmes, and their ongoing (re)
schedulings, was not helpful when families felt vulnerable.
Outcomes

Two thousand scrapbooks were circulated, and the project provided a sustained boost to reading in the area,
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with schools, libraries, and community advice centres reporting widespread associated activity. Those
who listened to presentations on the scheme were encouraged to read with their children, and the value of
reading aloud and the encouragement of reading were
particularly beneficial to those for whom English was
not their first language. Listening to a chosen title as
an audiobook was also highlighted for those who may
have struggled with reading or were reluctant readers.
Informal feedback from participants in the scheme,
and those recommending it, found that it supported the
development of inter-generational relationships, provided a neutral ground for conversation when families
were under pressure, linked Forces children in schools
who had not previously been aware of each other, and
provided a shared experience to support family reintegration at the end of deployment.
Twenty-three finished scrapbooks were returned
for comment; we know that more were simply kept by
the families. Contributions included written and dictated text, emails, blueys and e-blueys, drawings, and
photographs. A panel consisting of children’s author
Lee Weatherley, the Aldershot Garrison Commander,
and the Reading Force team reviewed submissions
and awarded prizes on the basis of effort, group involvement, and levels of engagement. Regrettably, the
hand-in form to accompany scrapbook submission did
not ask for demographic or unit details, but evidence
at the very well-attended prize-giving (only two participants were absent) in September 2011 suggested a
wide spread of ethnic backgrounds among participants
and local Forces families, including several for whom
English was not a first language. We were informed by
teachers that some families began the scheme, read
the book and talked about it, but did not complete the
scrapbook. We classified this as positive activity, since
the project’s underlying aim was to improve communication through reading and talking about it.
In terms of reaching the intended audience, it was
found that a multimedia communication strategy was
effective, information on the scheme reaching target
families from several sources. Most responses were
from the younger age group and the particular influence of librarians in encouraging participation was
isolated as important. In several cases, materials were
adapted for ease of use, the addition of blank pages
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proving more amenable to younger children with
lower-level motor skills. Despite extensive promotion
within two secondary schools, the scheme did not attract many secondary-age entrants—although several
claimed to be working on it at home, and the schools
subsequently used any materials leftover for literacy
development.

We were contacted repeatedly by
organizations keen to target the
Forces; by publishers and individual
authors suggesting their titles as
possible reading choices and by other
organizations who saw the scheme as a
means of obtaining access.
The project’s value as a vehicle for commercial access to the Forces community emerged early. We were
contacted repeatedly by organizations keen to target
the Forces; by publishers and individual authors suggesting their titles as possible reading choices and by
other organizations who saw the scheme as a means of
obtaining access. This is difficult territory. Although
dependent on (and grateful for) donations to keep the
project going, we were keen to maintain participants’
trust and particularly to avoid the commercialization
of selecting recommended titles. Rather, we wanted to
promote scheme ownership, seeking title recommendations from participants and supporters. The reader
development project Well Worth Reading in the 1980s
was similarly perceived as a useful conduit to a hard-toinfluence community: in that case, libraries. Our prior
experience of managing the associated politics was
helpful.
A final meeting of the steering group discussed
the outcomes and made recommendations for how
Reading Force might be continued. It was felt that a related future project should be described more in terms
of fun—and seem less like coursework—with which
secondary pupils are already burdened. It was suggest-
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ed that the scrapbooks should be less prescriptive; that
information on how they might be completed should
be offered separately, rather than within the scrapbook
where it implied that a particular type of response was
sought. Space on the front for a ‘team photograph’ could
replace the need for two versions—the first version of
the scrapbook had two alternative covers, one showing
younger children being read a picture book, the second
showing a family of mixed ages; the idea being that one
of the two images would appeal to the target audience.
In order to encourage multi-generational involvement,
and in particular a supporting role for adults who are
unconfident readers, a more engaging and up-to-date
design was suggested, in the process dropping assumptions that the market knew what a scrapbook was.
The scheme won approval from educational experts.
A headteacher from our steering panel was on the national group Services Children in State Schools (SCISS)15
and she invited an observer from the Department of
Education to attend a meeting. As a result we were endorsed as an example of good practice. The Department
of Education offered project endorsement. Gerald
Howarth, Aldershot’s MP and a junior defence minister, was very supportive and David Cameron, UK Prime
Minister, wrote on 5 June 2011, ‘The scheme undoubtedly has particular benefits for Service families who are
regularly separated by training or overseas postings.
The MOD’s support for schemes like this is an excellent demonstration of this Government’s commitment
to the principles and support for our Service personnel
and their families which were enshrined in the Armed
Forces Covenant last year.’
An academic paper was presented at the
International Conference of the War Child at Reading
University in 2012, and the associated article is scheduled for publication in the International Journal of
Evacuee and War Child Studies. There have been invitations from a variety of audiences to talk about the
scheme, and Kingston University is currently exploring
the project’s overall impact as part of the university’s
Research Excellence Framework (REF)16 submission.
Feedback from the pilot stage was fed into the development of the scheme over a wider geographical area,
which must necessarily be less reliant on personal contacts.
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Looking ahead, there is a need to establish more sustained funding for the project; perhaps by moving to a
charitable basis or possibly by becoming a permanent
organization within the Ministry of Defence. There are
some high-profile Forces charities that might also consider a more permanent relationship.
In the short term, however, and returning to the
personal, we face an impending move from Aldershot
and my husband’s retirement from the Army. While
this dislocation from the project’s place of origin will
be significant, Reading Force’s expansion since the pilot phase both demonstrates its wider applicability and
perhaps permits a new range of financial arrangements
and relationships. The future looks interesting.
Conclusions

1. While developing practice as research within a welfare context, we found it helpful to establish the
overt benefits of what is on offer and present them
convincingly, but to consistently strive to acquire
objective and honest feedback we could learn from
and use to hone the project in future.
2. When attempting to reach Forces families, we benefited from liaising with various agencies that were
officially empowered to reach this community and
have established and trusted mechanisms for sharing information. These included both organizations
with a wider remit that, sometimes temporarily, included Services families (e.g. schools and librarians)
and those with a specifically Forces function (e.g.
welfare support agencies).
3. Meeting the identified needs of other organizations,
for example local and regional government structures, provided added impetus, reinforced the underlying philosophy of the project, and enabled us to
access financial support.
4. Working through a variety of different agencies and
organizations requires flexibility and a willingness
to adapt information to the specific needs of each
sector.
5. Overlap in hearing about the project from various
sources promoted increased levels of awareness. 
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Endnotes
1 Lesley Garner, regular columnist for the Daily Telegraph,
had an enormous response to an article about parents
of service-people who felt isolated by the deployment
of their children, particularly when they were no longer
the next of kin. ‘I am proud of what my son is achieving
in Afghanistan but fearful for him too’: 22 September
2009: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/health/healthadvice/
lesleygarnerlifeclass/6214924/I-am-proud-of-what-myson-is-achieving-in-Afghanistan-but-fearful-for-him-too.
html
2 Experience confirmed by my role as garrison coordinator
of the Federation of Army Wives (FAW), 1992–1993. FAW
was formed in 1982 to form a two-way communications
link between the British Army and its families.
3 Common term for Forces accommodation.
4 See in particular the work of the National Literacy Trust
(www.literacytrust.org.uk) and Book Trust (www.booktrust.org.uk).
5 Debbie Hicks’s Reading and Health Mapping Research
Project, prepared for the Arts Council of England, emphasizes links between reading and health and well-being.
6 www.baaf.org.uk
7 Forces charity: www.combatstress.org.uk
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8 http://www.kingston.ac.uk/news/article/55/08-dec2009-charity-applauds-kingstons-help-for-care-leavers/
9 The effect was designed to be like football sticker
albums, where the ‘feint’ background information is
hidden when the relevant pictures are superimposed. See
www.paninionline.com
10 Forces information centre, similar to Citizens Advice
Bureau.
11 Project to promote reading to very young children run by
the Book Trust: www.booktrust.org.uk
12 The Service Premium is a strand of the Pupil Premium
paid to schools for children whose parents are currently
serving in the Forces. It is allocated according to how
many Forces children are on the school roll. Announced
in 2010, it was implemented in April 2011.
13 Although this too may meet resistance, since SENCOs
are more usually identified by parents and children as
managing children with particular difficulties in accessing the curriculum, such as delayed reading skills or
dyslexia.
14 Features in both The Independent and The Guardian in
2011.
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15 https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/29099/sciss_handbook_
july09.pdfhttps://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_data/file/29099/sciss_handbook_july09.pdf
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16 The REF is the new system for assessing the quality of
research in UK higher education institutions (HEIs). It
will replace the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) and
will be completed in 2014.
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